Over the last twenty-five years or so I have studied, and urged the historical importance of, the remarkable "dyadic" devotional pattern that we have reflected already in our earliest extant Christian texts, in which Jesus features in a programmatic way alongside God, and I have contended that it represents a noteworthy (so far as I know, unique) innovation in the second-temple Jewish tradition in which this dyadic devotional pattern first appeared. One of my concerns in this work has been to try to account for this innovation, or, as I have also labelled it, this novel "mutation" in second-temple Jewish devotional practice. In so far as this innovation was novel and became historically significant, it is all the more worthwhile to explore the forces and factors that may have prompted and shaped it.
sense of appointment to transcend the conflicts of Hindu and Muslim traditions). In still other cases, the "revelation" in question might be more modest in content and implications, such as a new insight into a previous belief or a new understanding of a scriptural text, or simply a solution to some important question or problem. But, whether their cognitive content may seem comparatively smaller or larger, by "revelatory" experiences, I reiterate that I mean those that communicate something new or revised, sometimes something that is valid or relevant for others and not simply the recipient, and so issuing in a sense of calling to disseminate the revelation. Obviously, there is also a social dimension when any recipient "hearing" a message from God, and with it a commission that this message is then to be communicated to others. 7 
The Scholarly Context
In my essay mentioned earlier, I briefly surveyed scholarly studies of religious experiences in the New Testament and earliest Christianity, noting how comparatively few there were in the oceanic body of publications by specialists in this field. In the years since that essay appeared, however, there have been some further encouraging signs of scholarly interest in religious experiences. As noted already, DeConick has been a major contributor to scholarly discussion about religious experiences, especially "mystical" and "visionary" experiences in ancient Jewish and Christian circles. In addition to her own publications, she was also a leading figure in the program-unit of the annual meetings of the Society of Biblical Literature, "Early Jewish and Christian Mysticism," which met 1996-2006.
One of the emphases she and others have posited is the connection between such mystical experiences and "transformation," sometimes involving a kind of quasi-deification of the recipient, a state that in some texts is likened to that of angels. One of the other scholarly contributors who has emphasized this is Morray-Jones, who uses the term "transformational mysticism." 8 For my purposes, it is noteworthy that this "mystical" transformation is sometimes described more specifically by recipients in cognitive terms, as involving endowment with the knowledge of divine secrets, and/or a special understanding of divine purposes, and/or new interpretation of sacred texts (a matter to which I return later).
Another noteworthy contributor has been John Levison, in both his 1997 book, The Spirit in First Century Judaism, and later in his major and programmatic study, Filled with the Spirit (2009). 9 The latter volume ranges impressively across ancient Jewish and Christian texts, analysing how experience/reception of the divine Spirit is portrayed. Though controversial in some of its claims, it is a stimulating, and important contribution to ancient Jewish and Christian references to the divine Spirit. Levison is also the editor of a recently inaugurated series, "Ekstasis: Religious Experience from Antiquity to the Middle Ages" 7 For biblical traditions, see, e.g., Jer 1:4-13, where reception of a divine message is central, although then there are visionary phenomena (vv. 11-13), and likewise, in Isa 6:1-13 and Ezek 1:1-3:11. Other texts mention only the reception of a "word of the Lord", e.g., Amos 1:1; 
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The historical question, therefore, is what could have generated this development.
More specifically, what might have prompted Jewish Jesus-followers who seem previously to have shared the ancient Jewish stance against worship of figures other than the biblical deity to embrace so readily this novel "dyadic" devotional pattern, in which Jesus was accorded the sort of place that seems otherwise firmly reserved for the one God? I cannot see that they would have done this easily, whether from sentiment or as some sort of experiment. Instead, they must have felt obliged to incorporate Jesus as recipient of the devotion that quickly 18 In some earlier publications I referred to a "binitarian" devotional pattern, but, to avoid any implication of reading back into earliest Christian circles/texts the philosophical categories of later Christian theologizing, I have adopted the term "dyadic", intended here simply to indicate the distinctive linkage of God and Jesus in earliest Christian devotion. 19 This was noted many decades ago, e. 
Revelatory Experiences and Jesus-Devotion
I contend that the most reasonable answer to this question requires us to include as a major factor powerful religious experiences that conveyed the specific conviction to early circles of believers that it was proper, even necessary to treat the risen Jesus as rightful recipient of their devotion. Of course, the authors of our earliest Christian texts were more intent on other matters than preserving for our historical interests a record of how they came to reverence Jesus. Nevertheless, I think that we have some indications, and in what follows I will suggest some specifics of the religious experiences in question and how they served to generate the conviction that was expressed in the devotional practice of earliest Christian circles.
Visions
In chronological terms, it is likely that among the earliest of these revelatory experiences were encounters or appearances of the "risen" Jesus, by all accounts very soon after Jesus' execution. The reports do not, however, reflect the sort of experiences that grieving people sometimes have, e.g., a sense of a deceased loved one or friend still "there" in some vague and undefined sense, or even "sightings" or auditions of the spirit/ghost of a deceased person giving assurances and comfort from a realm "beyond". The variations among the resurrection-appearance narratives in the Gospels probably reflect adaptations and elaborations of these accounts arising from a prior tradition-history and the authorial purposes of the Evangelists, making it unwise to base too much on the details. But the main emphases shared by these narratives are that these were experiences taken as resulting from a new and remarkable act of God, specifically the eschatological resurrection of the embodied Jesus, and also entailing a commissioning of the recipients to serve as witnesses of this divine act. In an epistle written a couple of decades earlier than the Gospel narratives, there is Paul's list of those who experienced the risen Jesus (1 Corinthians 15:1-11), a text which is all the more important for historical purposes because Paul says that he recites here tradition that he in turn had received from predecessor-believers, i.e., likely from circles of Jewish believers in Roman Judea.
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I handed on to you as of first importance what I in turn had received: that Christ died for our sins in accordance with the scriptures, that he was buried, and that he was raised on the third day in accordance with the scriptures, and that he appeared to Cephas, then to the twelve. Then he appeared to more than five hundred brothers at one time, most of whom are still alive, . . . Then he appeared to James, then to all the apostles. Last of all, as to one untimely born, he appeared also to me. (1 Cor. 15:3-8)
Except for Paul, the others all seem to be associated with the Jerusalem church, which takes us back to the earliest stage of what became Christianity. Although his report here is brief, these early appearances of Jesus seem to have been such as to generate the strong conviction that he had been raised from death by God, and, thus, singled out uniquely to receive the resurrection-life now that some circles of second-temple Jews held out as the future divine vindication awaited by those who were faithful to God. 24 Also, of course, as indicated in this same passage, this conviction that God had vindicated Jesus uniquely in this manner in turn meant that Jesus held a special status with God, and likely also triggered the retroactive understanding that Jesus' cruel death had not been simply a miscarriage of justice or even simply a gallant martyrdom, but was part of the divine redemptive plan: "Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures" (v. 3).
Paul includes himself last in the list of those to whom the risen Jesus appeared in this special manner (vv. 7-8), an experience that he likewise refers to very briefly earlier in 1
Corinthians: "Am I not an apostle? Have I not seen Jesus our Lord?" (9:1). 25 In both of these texts in 1 Corinthians Paul likely refers to what is now known as his "Damascus Road"
experience, which he also points to in Galatians 1:15-16, describing it there, as noted already, 23 An older but still valuable study that draws attention to Paul's indebtedness to "pre-Pauline" tradition is Archibald M. 27 Moreover, it seems to me that in 2 Corinthians 3:12-4:6 also, Paul's extended treatment of the inability of fellow "sons of Israel" to recognize the glory of Christ, in contrast with the unveiled perception of his glory that accrues when "one turns to the Lord," must draw upon his own experience, the "christophany" that turned him about from opponent to avid proponent of Jesus.
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To be sure, however, although this experience was revolutionary for Paul, the unexpected "revelation" of Jesus as God's Son and the glorious Lord exalted to God's "right hand" was not really a disclosure of a radically new view of Jesus. Instead, I regard it most reasonable that in this christophany-experience Paul felt compelled (by God) to accept personally a high view of Jesus and a corresponding devotional stance that characterized the Jewish believers against whom he had directed his "persecution," and that likely comprised a major factor that had prompted his opposition to them. 29 Nevertheless, I think that we can use his references to the experience to explore the kind of experiences that were formative for the earliest circles of believers. Paul's linkage of his own revelatory experience with that of the predecessors mentioned in 1 Corinthians 15:1-11 leads me to suggest that his description of the experience may also allow us to make inferences about those other and earlier 26 I take ν μ ι in Gal. Jesus of Nazareth, the Messiah-Son of Man, who was hanged on the tree of shame and was resurrected by God, was exalted to the right hand of his heavenly father and is participant in his divine power, was a claim of fanatic boldness; it was intellectual dynamite which could sound like blasphemy in the ears of Jewish listeners. The indignation of the hierarchy in Jerusalem as also the determination of the young Pharisaic Saul to oppose the enthusiastic proclaimers of this new -one almost wants to say: monstrous -message appears thus in an understandable light." I think it likely that Paul's statement that Jesus became "a curse/accursed for us" and the accompanying citation, "Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree" (from Deut. 21:23) is an adaptation of a view of Jesus as an accursed figure that Paul held prior to his "christophany" experience, as contended, e.g., by Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn, "Jesus als Gekreuzigter in der frühchristlichen Verkündigung bis zur Mitte des 2. , noted the echoes of OT prophetic-call oracles and judged that Paul thought this his own divine calling was "the same as it was in the case of Jeremiah and Deutero-Isaiah, a renewal of God's will for the salvation of the Gentiles, giving him a place in the history of salvation in line with those Old Testament figures" (26). 31 Paula Fredricksen has pointed to biblical/Jewish texts that predict the nations forsaking their gods/idols and turning to the God of Israel, but not having to become Jews, e.g., Isa. 60:1-16; Tobit 14:6-7, proposing that Paul could have become convinced in his "revelation" experiences that he was called to precipitate the fulfilment of these prophecies.
Paul refers to his experience as an act of God: God revealed "his Son" to Paul (Gal. 1:16).
Moreover, as we noted earlier, all other reports of the early and influential encounters with the risen Jesus treat him as raised from death by God. That is, in their experience, Jesus did not survive death or continue to relate to them in death through some inherent power of his own, but, instead, he was given eschatological resurrection by God. This means that, however unpredicted and perhaps even unsettling these initial experiences may have been to recipients, in some ways their understanding of what the experiences meant fitted within certain features of their prior religious outlook. They understood the agency at work to be the one biblical deity, not some other power, and, as we have already observed, the nature of God's act was a vindication of Jesus by means of personal resurrection, the very form of eschatological vindication that was the hope of many devout Jews of that time. 32 The novelty was that Jesus had been singled out for this vindication ahead of the time of general resurrection, which signalled some remarkably special significance given to him by God.
Moreover, if, as I have proposed earlier, it is proper to see in 2 Corinthians 3:12-4:6 some allusions to Paul's christophany, then we may make some further inferences. 33 Paul's refers in this passage to having a "veil" taken away from one's mind/heart (by God), the scriptures ("Moses"), thus, understood in a new way, believers, thereby, "with unveiled face beholding the glory of the Lord" (3:16-18). 34 This all certainly sounds similar to his reference to his own experience as a divine "revelation" (Gal. 1:16) that communicated Jesus' status as God's "Son", and I note also Paul's reference in Philippians 3:21to Jesus' "glorious body", the form of which believers are to share in the consummation.
That is, Paul's experience likely conveyed to him (or led thereafter to) a powerful sense that Jesus (whom he had probably regarded previously as an accursed false prophet) had been raised by God from death and, indeed, given divine glory. To reiterate a point proposed earlier, if, as he implies in 1 Corinthians 15:1-11, his experience was essentially similar to that of the others he lists, then we may surmise that the earliest experiences of the risen Jesus likewise generated these (or similar) convictions. 34 With others, I take κα ιζ μ ν ι as meaning "beholding" rather than "reflecting." But, either way, a vision of the Lord is what is mentioned.
Paul, these experiences involved a strong visual component, recipients seeing Jesus' glorious status conveyed in terms of divine glory manifested in biblical theophanies.
Other NT texts may further assist us in framing notions of the kinds of experiences that generated and shaped early Jesus-devotion. There is the interesting portrayal of the martyr Stephen's vision of "the heavens opened and the Son of Man standing at the right hand of God" (Acts 7:56). Although, of course, the narrative itself is the product of the author of Luke-Acts, and it is not easy to determine how much the account is shaped by report and/or how much by the author's imagination, nevertheless, I suggest that the passage can serve to illustrate matters for us, giving us indirect evidence to consider.
Even if freely composed by the author, the narrative is likely intended to be accepted as fully credible by his intended Christian readers. So it is reasonable to think that he depicted the sort of experience that readers would recognize, perhaps from reports of others.
In this case, we have a vision in which Jesus is seen exalted to a unique status with/before God. I suggest that the account reflects one type of early revelatory experience, visions of the exalted Jesus in heavenly glory. Indeed, this sort of vision may have been the principal factor in generating the idea that Jesus had been exalted.
To turn to another text, the author of Revelation ("John") purports to give a first-hand report of his own visionary experiences. In Revelation 1:9-16, John relates a vision of Jesus, who is here depicted as embodied in human form ("one like a son of man," v. 13) but also bearing several features drawn from biblical/Jewish theophanic traditions and intended to signal his glorious status and significance: his head/hair white as white wool, white as snow, his eyes like a flame of fire, his feet like burnished bronze, a voice "like the sound of many waters, . . . his face like the sun shining in full force" (vv. 14-16).
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In Revelation 4-5 we have a still more astonishing account. The author relates here a two-scene vision of heavenly worship, which culminates in the joint worship given in 5:9-14 "To the one seated on the throne and to the Lamb" (v. 13), i.e., to God and to Christ. 
"Charismatic Exegesis"
We noted that in his recitation of early tradition about Jesus' death and resurrection in 1 Corinthians 15:1-11 Paul twice refers to these events as "according to the scriptures" (vv. 3-4). Paul does not here identify specific scriptural texts, but NT scholarship has collectively demonstrated how rich and pervasive the evidence is that biblical (OT) texts were mined fervently, cited frequently, and interpreted creatively in earliest circles of believers as they sought understand and express what they took to be God's salvific and revelatory actions. , which suggests such a social circumstance in which fresh and inspiring things could be revealed. We may also get a sense of the social process by which prophetic "revelations" could become accepted and influential in his direction, "let two or three prophets speak, and let the others weigh
[διακρινετωσαν] what is said" (14:29). Individuals might deliver a prophetic oracle or inspired interpretation of a biblical text, and the "others" (whether other prophets or the circle of believers) would weigh its merits. If these "others" found the revelation valid and persuasive, then it added to their understanding of things and could help to shape and confirm their confession and devotional practice.
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Another remarkable instance of early and creative interpretation of a biblical text is given in Philippians 2:9-11, the climax of a passage that is widely regarded as reflecting the wording of the earliest extant Christian hymn (Philippians 2:6-11). 45 It is also widely The astonishing exegetical move reflected in Philippians 2:9-11 was to see in this "monotheistic" passage the prediction of a universal obeisance give to two figures, "the Lord"
and "God," the variation between the first-person pronoun phrase, "to me", and the thirdperson reference to "God" likely read in a novel way by some early believer (or circle), with
Jesus understood as the "Lord" who will be given obeisance along with "God". In light of experiences of the exalted Jesus, Jesus perceived as being given to share in God's glory and perhaps as sharing the divine throne, this Isaiah text suddenly leapt out to these early believers, confirming and clarifying the dyadic shape of the divine purpose portrayed in the text, and prompting and/or reinforcing the dyadic devotional pattern in which Jesus featured along with God.
This sort of exegetical move was not produced by scribal techniques or in settings of scholarly debate. Instead, it reflects some inspired insight that likely came suddenly and as a revelation. It appears that this in turn inspired some unknown early believer to compose the ode that Paul is commonly thought to have incorporated into his epistle to the Philippians. In such a process, we may have more than one revelatory experience that shaped to earliest Christian belief and devotional practice, contributing to the apparently novel innovation that these developments comprised.
Conclusion
In this discussion, I hope to have given plausible reasons for my main thesis, which is that "revelatory" experiences were a significant factor that helped to generate and shape the dyadic devotional pattern that quickly characterized circles of earliest Christians. 46 To be sure, we should allow for multiple "forces and factors"; but among them we should recognize "revelatory" experiences as particularly important. 47 This does not involve some special claim about the origins of Christianity, for numerous religious movements have been shown to have stemmed from such experiences of founders and/or founding circles. Certainly, the specific content of the revelatory experiences of earliest Christians was distinctive, involving 46 I am pleased to note the supporting judgement in this matter in a review of scholarly work on the emergence of "high christology" by Andrew Chester, Andrew Chester, "High Christology--Whence, When and Why?," Early Christianity 2 (2011): 22-50, esp. 47-49, who also cites a number of other scholars who likewise grant the significance of early experiences of the sort that I label "revelatory". 47 I propose at least four major "forces and factors" in Lord Jesus Christ, 27-78.
